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Unit Abstract: This unit will focus on introducing middle school students to several mediums of 

artistic expression representative of Japanese cultures. Initially, students will discuss the Wabi 

and Sabi aesthetic by looking to Sen no Rikyu pottery. Then students will study and compare 

Hiroshige and Hokusai woodblock prints. Finally, they will be part of a film circle and review a 

modern Japanese Anime film. The end result of this unit is a student piece of artwork: either a 

watercolor inspired by Hiroshige and Hokusai or a Manga story drawing from the Anime films. 

 

Content Standards Targeted/End of Cluster Benchmarks: (adapted from NCSS 2010) 

 Learners will be able to: 

  Explain how patterns of behavior reflect cultural values and beliefs of Japan 

Describe and give examples of the value or both cultural unity and diversity, 

within and across groups 

Evaluate the impact of the values, beliefs, and institutions of people in the past on 

important historical decisions and developments of their times 

Ask and find answers to questions about how individual identity forms and 

changes in Japanese culture 

 

Content Area(s): World History 

 

Targeted Grades: 6 

 

How Will This Unit Be Integrated into Your Curriculum:  These lessons will be part of a 

larger unit on East Asia. This unit will include instruction on WWII, the Communist Movement 

in China, the Korean Peninsula, and Japanese economic principles. 

 

Time of Implementation (how and when will the unit be implemented):  This unit will be 

implemented in February following a study of the spread of ideas in the Middle East. Students 

will have previous exposure to types of government, belief systems, geography of Asia and 

ancient history of East Asia. 

 

Big Idea:  Students will understand that Japanese art speaks to larger cultural themes of man’s 

relation with the natural world, the balance of Buddhist beliefs, and historical identities of 

isolated nations.  

 

Essential Questions (Do these questions reflect the core idea as judged by experts in the 

discipline):  



1. What factors define the culture, geography, government, and economics of Japan in the 

20
th

 century? 

2. How does art speak to cultural characteristics? 

3. How is art a product of historical events? 

4. What distinguishes Japanese art from other forms of creative expression? 

5. In what ways are the works of Hiroshige and Hokusai similar and different from the film 

selections? 

6. How have the Manga and Anime styles of storytelling developed? 

 

Lessons (3-4 smaller lessons that are integral to the unit and lead to the realization of big 

ideas): 

 Lesson 1: Introduction of Sen no Rikyu’s pottery: intentionally worn, part of nature 

Concept of Wabi (cultivated poverty) 

Concept of Sabi (antique, aged) 

Homework: Japanese Geography 

Lesson 2: Study of Hiroshige and Hokusai woodblocks – Naruto Rapids, Drum Bridge at 

Meguro, Grounds of Kameido Tenjin Shrine, Boy at Fujiama, Temple Bridge, and 

The Great Wave at Kanagawa 

Lesson 3: Anime Film Circles: Grave of the Fireflies, My Neighbor Totoro, Spirited 

Away 

Lesson 4: Anime Film Circles: Grave of the Fireflies, My Neighbor Totoro, Spirited 

Away, Homework: Film Review 

Lesson 5: Student Art Project (choice of 2) 

1. Watercolor creation using Hiroshige and Hokusai prints as models 

2. Manga story inspired by anime films 

 Lesson 6: Final day on student artwork, gallery walk by students 

 

Culminating Lesson/Activity (the final lesson/activity that ties all lessons together): 

 Students will create a piece of artwork inspired by the previous pieces studied. They will 

have the choice to paint a watercolor drawing from Hiroshige and Hokusai woodblock prints as 

models. The second option is to compose a short Manga tale pulling from their Anime Film 

choices for inspiration. 

 

Assessment:  What evidence of learning will you accept?   

Students will:    

Read about, view and study Zen Buddhist influence on Japanese art 

Label maps and locate centers of culture in Japan 

Compare and contrast, via small groups, the works of Hiroshige and Hokusai 

Evaluate Japanese Anime films and review them for a larger audience 

Create a new piece of artwork inspired by primary source Japanese art 

 

Resources Needed: 

Juniper, A. Wabi Sabi: The Japanese Art of Impermanence. Tuttle Publishing: Boston, 

MA. 2003. 

Durston, D. Wabi Sabi: The Art of Everyday Life. Storey Publishing: North Adams, MA. 

2006. 



Koren, L. Wabi-Sabi: for Artists, Designers, Poets & Philosophers. Stone Bridge Press: 

Berkeley, CA. 1994. 

Prezi and projector access for Wabi/Sabi notes, images of pottery and notes on 

woodblock themes 

 Story of the Tea Master, The Aesthetic of Wabi Sabi, Zen Buddhism 

Three film viewing areas for the three films: 

Grave of the Fireflies 

My Neighbor Totoro 

Spirited Away 

Art supplies for watercolors and manga projects 

Laminated prints of the Hiroshige and Hokusai pieces: 

 

Naruto Rapids: Hiroshige 

 

 
 

Drum Bridge at Meguro: Hiroshige 

 

 
 



Grounds of Kameido Tenjin Shrine: Hiroshige 

 

 
 

Boy at Fujiama, Temple Bridge: Hokusai 

 

 
 

The Great Wave at Kanagawa: Hokusai 

 

 


